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Abstract

In cloud storage service, public auditing mechanisms allow a third party to
verify integrity of the outsourced data on behalf of data users without the need
to retrieve data from the cloud server. Recently, Shen et al. proposed a new
lightweight and privacy preserving cloud data auditing scheme which employs a
third party medium to perform time-consuming operations on behalf of users.
The authors have claimed that the scheme meets the security requirements of
public auditing mechanisms. In this paper, we propose two attacks against
Shen et al.’s scheme. In the first attack, an active adversary who is involved
in the protocol, can forge a valid authenticator on an arbitrarily modified data
block. In the second attack, the dishonest cloud server arbitrarily manipulates
the received data blocks, and in both attacks data manipulation is not detected
by the auditor in the verification phase. Accordingly, the scheme is insecure for
cloud storage auditing.

Keywords: Cloud storage, public auditing, privacy preserving, security
analysis.

1. Introduction

The notion of provable data possession (PDP) first proposed by Ateniese et
al. [1], is used to ensure integrity of the data remotely stored at a cloud server.
In PDP, the users process their data to generate verifiable authenticators which
are outsourced along with the data to the cloud. In publicly verifiable PDP5

schemes, a public verifier who has enough resources and expertize, provides
data verification services to users. To audit data integrity, the public verifier
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challenges the server by randomly choosing a small set of data authenticators
and verifies the proof that the server returns [2].

Researchers have explored different important aspects of remote data audit-10

ing. As users may frequently update the outsourced data, supporting efficient
dynamic data operations is an important issue in remote data auditing and sev-
eral PDP schemes have considered this problem [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8]. To make PDP
protocols resistant against exposure of user’s secret keys, key exposure resistant
schemes were proposed in recent years [9, 10]. Data privacy is also another im-15

portant aspect in publicly verifiable PDP schemes. That is, the public verifier
is only trusted to check data integrity on behalf of users and should not learn
any information of the data content, as the users may store sensitive data on
the cloud. To address this problem, Wang et al. proposed random masking
technique [11]. Yu et al. also designed an ID-based PDP scheme with zero-20

knowledge data privacy [12]. Wang et al. considered a scenario that a group
of users share the data outsourced to the cloud [13]. The scheme employs ring
signatures to provide group user’s identity privacy against public verifier. The
same authors in [14], presented another scheme with shared data scenario which
exploits proxy re-signatures to support efficient user revocation. However, the25

scheme is not secure against collusion of the server and revoked users. Yuan and
Yu proposed another shared data auditing scheme with user revocation utilizing
polynomial-based authentication tags [15]. However, the scheme does not pro-
vide identity privacy. Also due to the attack proposed in [16], the scheme in [15]
is vulnerable to the collusion of server and revoked users. Recently, an efficient30

shared data auditing scheme is proposed which provides identity/data privacy
and collusion resistant user revocation, simultaneously [17]. It is proved in the
paper that the server by colluding to the revoked users can get no extra informa-
tion and the scheme is collusion resistant. Furthermore, since the exponential
term in authenticator generation can be computed offline, the scheme provides35

lightweight computation cost on the users side [17]. The papers [18, 19], also
propose two other efficient schemes in which the user’s computation is divided
in two online/offline phases.

Shen et al. in [20] proposed a new PDP scheme which is lightweight and pri-
vacy preserving. To reduce the computation cost of generating authenticators on40

the user side, they introduced a third party medium (TPM) who performs time-
consuming operations on behalf of users. The users only blind their data and
send the blinded data to the TPM. The TPM then completes the task of gen-
erating authenticators on blinded data. Therefore, the scheme has lightweight
computations on the users side. The TPM in this scheme, also plays the role of45

public verifier and audits the cloud data integrity on behalf of users. Further-
more, since the TPM only accesses the blinded data, no information of the data
content is leaked to the TPM and data privacy is preserved by the scheme. The
authors have also claimed that the scheme provides auditing soundness. That
is, the untrusted cloud server can pass the TPM’s verification if and only if he50

has preserved the stored data intact.
In this paper, we propose two attacks against Shen et al.’s scheme. In the

first attack, an active adversary who intercepts the TPM–Cloud line, can forge a
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valid authenticator on an arbitrarily modified data block. Therefore, as oppose
to what claimed in [20], all people (not just the authorized TPM) can upload55

data to the cloud. In the second attack, the dishonest cloud server arbitrarily
manipulates the received data blocks and deceives the TPM to beleive that the
data is kept intact. Accordingly, the scheme fails to achieve the property of
soundness as a basic security requirement of PDP schemes.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review Shen et al.’s public60

auditing protocol. Section 3 proposes two attacks against Shen et al.’s scheme
and finally Section 4 concludes the paper.

2. Review of Shen et al.’s Public Auditing Protocol

In this section, we first review the system model used in [20]. Next, we will
get a glimpse of the lightweight public auditing scheme proposed in [20].65

2.1. System Model

As illustrated in Figure 1, three entities are involved in the protocol: cloud
server, third party medium (TPM) and group users. The group users, due
to lack of local storage, outsource their data to the cloud who provides low
cost storage services for users. The TPM has two roles in the system. He70

generates authenticators on blinded data blocks and also verifies the integrity
of cloud data on behalf of users. The data owner (also known as the group
manager) creates shared data and uploads it to the cloud. All users in the
group can access shared data stored at the cloud server. The data owner, in
order to upload the data, blinds data blocks and sends them to the TPM. The75

TPM generates authenticators on blinded data blocks and sends the (blinded-
block,authenticator) pair to the cloud. The cloud recovers the real data and the
related real authenticator and stores them in his storage.

To audit the integrity of cloud data, the TPM sends a challenge to the
cloud server. Based on the challenged blocks and their authenticators, the80

cloud generates a proof and sends it to the TPM. Finally, the TPM verifies the
received proof to check the data correctness.

2.2. Protocol Review

Let G1, G2 be multiplicative cyclic groups of prime order p, with g1 and
u1, ..., us as generators of G1. Let e : G1 × G1 → G2 be a bilinear map.85

Also three hash functions H1 : {0, 1}∗ × G1 → Z∗p , H2 : {0, 1}∗ → G1 and
h : G1 → Z∗p and a pseudo-random function f : Z∗p × Z∗p → Z∗p are used in
the scheme. The data file F is divided into n blocks (m1,m2, ...,mn) and each
block mi is also divided into s sectors (mi,1,mi,2, ...,mi,s). Shen et al.’s protocol
consists of seven algorithms which are reviewed in the following:90

Setup(1k). In this algorithm, the group manager generates the public-private
key pairs, the authorization and the secret seed.
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CloudUsers

TPM

Figure 1: The system model

1. Group’s and TPM’s public-private key pairs: The Group’s public-private
key pair is (pkg = gx, skg = x), where x is chosen randomly from Zp. Also,
the group manager picks a random element r0 ∈ Zp to compute Y0 = gr095

and β0 = r0 + x.H1(IDgroup ‖ time1 ‖ time2, Y0)modp, where IDgroup,
time1 and time2 are the group manager’s identity, the start time and the
end time, respectively. Finally, β0 is set as the TPM’s private key and his
public key is published as pkTPM = (gβ0 , uβ0

1 , uβ0

2 , ..., uβ0
s ).

2. TPM’s authorization: The group manager picks random r1 ∈ Zp and100

computes Y1 = gr1 and β1 = r1 + x.H1(IDgroup ‖ IDTPM ‖ time1 ‖
time2, Y1)modp, where IDTPM is the TPM’s identity. The TPM’s autho-
rization is set as {(IDgroup, IDTPM , time1, time2), Y1, β1)}. The private
key β0 and the authorization {(IDgroup, IDTPM , time1, time2), Y1, β1)}
are sent to the TPM.105

3. Secret seed: The group manager chooses random seed k1 ∈ Zp as the input
secret key of the pseudo-random function and sends it to the cloud and
the group users.

DataBlind(mi). To blind data block mi, the user first employs the secret seed
k1 to compute the blinding factor αi = fk1(i, name), where name ∈r Zp is the110

file identifier. The blinded sectors are computed as m′i,j = mi,j+αi for j ∈ [1, s].
Finally, the blinded block m′i = (m′i,1,m

′
i,2, ...,m

′
i,s) is sent to the TPM.

AuthGen(β0,m
′
i). The TPM generates the authenticator σ′i of the blinded

data block m′i with his private key β0 as follows:

σ′i =

(
H2(i)

s∏
j=1

u
m′i,j
j

)β0

(1)

Then the TPM sends the pair (m′i, σ
′
i) along with his authorization to the cloud.115

Upon receiving the authorization, the cloud first checks whether the current time
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is between time1 and time2 and then checks the correctness of authorization
using Equation 2.

gβ1 = Y1.pk
H1(IDgroup‖IDTPM‖time1‖time2,Y1)
g (2)

If the equation holds, the cloud runs AuthVerify. Otherwise, he deletes the pair
(m′i, σ

′
i) and aborts.120

AuthVerify(pkTPM , σ
′
i,m

′
i). The cloud verifies the correctness of the authen-

ticator σ′i via the following equation:

e(σ′i, g) = e(H2(i)

s∏
j=1

u
m′i,j
j , gβ0) (3)

If the equation holds, the cloud performs the algorithm Recovery. Otherwise,
he tells the user that σ′i is incorrect.

Recovery(k1, pkTPM , σ
′
i,m

′
i). To un-blind the data block and its related au-125

thenticator, the cloud first computes the blinding factor αi = fk1(i, name) and
computes the real data sectors as mi,j = m′i,j−αi for j ∈ [1, s]. He then recovers
the real authenticator σi using Equation 4.

σi = σ′i.

s∏
j=1

(uβ0

j )−αi (4)

where uβ0

1 , uβ0

2 , ..., uβ0
s are parts of the TPM’s public key. Finally, the cloud

stores the real pair (mi, σi) in his storage.130

ProofGen(F,Φ, chal). In order to audit the data integrity, the TPM chooses a
random c-element subset I ⊂ [1, n] as the block indices to be challenged in the
auditing process. Then for each i ∈ I, the TPM chooses a random value vi ∈ Zp
and sends the auditing challenge chal = {(i, vi)}i∈I along with his authorization
to the cloud.135

The cloud after receiving the challenge and the authorization from the TPM,
first verifies the authorization’s correctness as explained before. If the autho-
rization is valid, he generates a proof of data possession as follows:

1. For j ∈ [1, s] the cloud calculates Rj = urj ∈ G1, where r ∈r Zp. He then
computes µj =

∑
i∈I vimi,j + rh(Rj) ∈ Zp, for j ∈ [1, s] as the linear140

combination of the challenged blocks.
2. Aggregates the related authenticators as σ =

∏
i∈I σ

vi
i .

3. Sends back the auditing proof P = {R,µ, σ} to the TPM, where R =
(R1, ..., Rs) and µ = (µ1, ..., µs).

ProofVerify(pkTPM , chal, P ). The TPM verifies the server’s proof P = {R,µ, σ}145

through Equation 5. If the equation holds the verification passes, otherwise it
fails.

e(σ, g) = e

(∏
i∈I

H2(i)vi .

s∏
j=1

(u
µj

j .R
−h(Rj)
j ), gβ0

)
(5)
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3. Analysis of Shen et al.’s Protocol

In this section we propose two attacks which demonstrate that Shen et al.’s
protocol does not achieve two security properties as oppose to what claimed in150

their paper [20]. In the first attack, an active adversary who does not possess
the signing private key, forges valid authenticator on an arbitrarily modified
data block and outsources the forged pair (block*,authenticator*) to the cloud.
In the second attack, the untrusted cloud server manipulates the received data
blocks and deceives the TPM to believe that the data is intact. In the following,155

we explain these two attacks in detail.

3.1. Active Adversary Attack

Shen et al. have claimed that in their protocol only an authorized TPM can
upload data to the cloud [20]. Here, we show that if an active adversary inter-
cepts the message (m′i, σ

′
i) and the TPM’s authorization which is sent from the160

TPM to the cloud, then he is able to forge a valid authenticator σ∗i on modified
block m∗i = m′i + ∆mi and outsource (m∗i , σ

∗
i ) along with the TPM’s autho-

rization to the cloud. More precisely, the active adversary A utilizes (m′i, σ
′
i) to

forge the new pair (m∗i , σ
∗
i ) as below:

∀j ∈ [1, s] : m∗i,j = m′i,j + ∆mi,j (6)

where ∆mi,j ∈ Zp is arbitrarily chosen by adversary A to modify each blinded165

data sector m′i,j . Therefore, m∗i,j can be written as m∗i,j = m′i,j + ∆mi,j =
(mi,j + αi) + ∆mi,j = (mi,j + ∆mi,j) + αi. Finally, the modified block is set
to m∗i = (m∗i,1,m

∗
i,2, ...,m

∗
i,s). Furthermore, authenticator σ∗i on block m∗i is

produced through Equation 7

σ∗i = σ′i ×
s∏
j=1

(uβ0

j )
∆mi,j

(7)

where uβ0

1 , uβ0

2 , ..., uβ0
s are parts of the TPM’s public key. The validity of au-170

thenticator σ∗i on block m∗i can be easily shown as below:

σ∗i = σ′i ×
s∏
j=1

(uβ0

j )
∆mi,j

=

(
H2(i)

s∏
j=1

u
m′i,j
j

)β0

×
s∏
j=1

(uβ0

j )
∆mi,j

=

(
H2(i)

s∏
j=1

u
m′i,j
j

)β0

×
( s∏
j=1

u
∆mi,j

j

)β0

=

(
H2(i)

s∏
j=1

u
(m′i,j+∆mi,j)

j

)β0

=

(
H2(i)

s∏
j=1

u
m∗i,j
j

)β0

(8)
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Finally, A sends (m∗i , σ
∗
i ) along with the TPM’s authorization to the cloud. The

cloud, first verifies correctness of the authenticator σ∗i via Equation 3. Since
σ∗i is a valid authenticator due to the above equalities, it passes the verification
equation. Next, the server un-blinds the pair (m∗i , σ

∗
i ) as below:175

∀j ∈ [1, s] : m∗i,j − αi = (m′i,j + ∆mi,j)− αi
= ((mi,j + ∆mi,j) + αi)− αi
= mi,j + ∆mi,j (9)

σi = σ∗i .

s∏
j=1

(uβ0

j )−αi

=

(
H2(i)

s∏
j=1

u
m∗i,j
j

)β0

.

s∏
j=1

(uβ0

j )−αi

=

(
H2(i)

s∏
j=1

u
m∗i,j−αi

j

)β0

=

(
H2(i)

s∏
j=1

u
mi,j+∆mi,j

j

)β0

(10)

Therefore, instead of (mi,1, ...,mi,s), the modified block (mi,1 +∆mi,1, ...,mi,s+
∆mi,s) and its authenticator σi are stored in the cloud without any problem.

3.2. Cloud Server Attack

In this subsection, we show that the cloud server can make the protocol lose180

the property of soundness. Specifically, the dishonest cloud server can arbitrarily
manipulate the data and still pass the TPM’s data integrity verification. Assume
that the cloud has received the message (m′i, σ

′
i) from the TPM. The dishonest

cloud can employ (m′i, σ
′
i) to generate a valid authenticator σ∗i on an arbitrary

block m∗i using Equations 11 and 12.185

(H2(i))β0 =
σ′i∏s

j=1 (uβ0

j )
m′

i,j

=

(
H2(i)

∏s
j=1 u

m′i,j
j

)β0

(∏s
j=1 u

m′
i,j

j

)β0
(11)

σ∗i = (H2(i))β0

s∏
j=1

(uβ0

j )m
∗
i,j

=

(
H2(i)

s∏
j=1

u
m∗i,j
j

)β0

(12)
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where uβ0

1 , uβ0

2 , ..., uβ0
s are parts of the TPM’s public key. First, due to Equa-

tion 11, the term (H2(i))β0 is calculated and then it is used to generate σ∗i in
Equation 12.

It can be easily seen that σ∗i is a valid authenticator on block m∗i . Therefore,190

instead of un-blinding and storing the received pair (m′i, σ
′
i) as the ith data

block, the cloud stores the pair (m∗i , σ
∗
i ) in his storage. Since σ∗i is a valid

authenticator on block m∗i , the cloud can produce a valid proof in response to
the TPM’s challenge and pass the verification; although the data integrity has
been broken. Accordingly, the scheme fails to achieve the property of soundness.195

4. Conclusion

In this paper, we reviewed a recently proposed lightweight and privacy pre-
serving cloud auditing scheme by Shen et al. and analyzed its security. By
presenting active adversary attack and cloud server attack, we demonstrated
the vulnerability of the scheme. Specifically, both the active adversary and the200

dishonest cloud server can arbitrarily modify data blocks without being detected
by the auditor. These attacks show that the scheme is insecure and does not
meet auditing soundness as a basic security requirement of PDP schemes.
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